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Compendium Maleficarum
Written by King James I and published in 1597, the original edition of Demonology is
widely regarded as one of the most interesting and controversial religious writings in
history, yet because it is written in the language of its day, it has been notoriously
difficult to understand. Now occult scholar Donald Tyson has modernized and
annotated the original text, making this historically important work accessible to
contemporary readers. Also deciphered here, for the first time, is the anonymous tract
News from Scotland, an account of the North Berwick witch trials over which King
James presided. Tyson examines King James’ obsession with witches and their
alleged attempts on his life, and offers a knowledgeable and sympathetic look at the
details of magick and witchcraft in the Jacobean period. Demonology features historical
woodcut illustrations and includes the original old English texts in their entirety. This
reference work is the key to an essential source text on seventeenth-century witchcraft
and the Scottish witch trials
This title offers a new translation of the medieval treatise on witchcraft, the Malleus
Maleficarum, by the Dominican inquisitor Heinrich Institoris.
This classic of esoterica, written by the field's foremost scholar, employs colorful, littleknown anecdotes and historical accounts to explore witchcraft, sorcery, necromancy,
damnation, Satanism, and every variety of magic.
Extraordinary document (1608) on witchcraft and demonology offers striking insight into
early 17th century mind. Serious discussions of witches’ powers, poisons, crimes,
more. Rare limited edition.
This electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NCND) open access license. This is the first ever full book on the subject of male witches
addressing incidents of witch-hunting in both Britain and Europe. Uses feminist
categories of gender analysis to critique the feminist agenda that mars many studies.
Advances a more bal. Critiques historians’ assumptions about witch-hunting,
challenging the marginalisation of male witches by feminist and other historians. Shows
that large numbers of men were accused of witchcraft in their own right, in some
regions, more men were accused than women. It uses feminist categories of gender
analysis to challenge recent arguments and current orthodoxies providing a more
balanced and complex view of witch-hunting and ideas about witches in their gendered
forms than has hitherto been available.
2011 Reprint of 1928 Edition. The Malleus Maleficarum (Latin for "The Hammer of
Witches") is a famous treatise on witches, written in 1486 by Heinrich Kramer, an
Inquisitor of the Catholic Church, and was first published in Germany in 1487. Jacob
Sprenger is also often attributed as an author. The main purpose of the Malleus was to
attempt to systematically refute arguments claiming that witchcraft does not exist,
discredit those who expressed skepticism about its reality, to claim that witches were
more often women than men, and to educate magistrates on the procedures that could
find them out and convict them. This edition of Malleus Maleficarum is here translated
into English for the first time. It contains a note upon the bibliography of the Malleus
Maleficarum and includes bibliographical references. Translated, with introductions,
bibliography and notes by Montague Summers.
During the mid 16th century, England was plagued by an overwhelming number of
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deaths and strange sicknesses that affected both men and their cattle. Instances of the
demonically possessed caused fear as sightings of spiritual apparitions affected local
villages. People tried many methods to cure themselves, some by prayer, by treatments
of superstitious rituals or with the help of good witches, healers, and divination.
Accusations of witchcraft were increasingly common and a reformation of witch-trial
procedure was underway. This volume was advisement on how Grand-Jury Men should
conduct themselves in cases of witchcraft, along with details on their responsibilities
and expected conduct in criminal witch-trials as they examined suspected witches and
analyzed instances of bewitchment and maladies that surrounded them. It was first
published in 1627 and was influenced by many works and witch-trials from antiquity.
The work cites a variety of dissertations and provides a grand historical perspective on
the subjects of poison, disease, murders and death believed to have been the cause of
witch-craft in the minds of the most learned men of that era but also warns against the
punishment of the innocent as many could negligently be falsely accused of witchcraft
while explaining how one might know if a suspected witch is truly in league with the
devil or just plain trickery. Outlined in this treatise are several topics on magic,
witchcraft and demonology: The difference between real magic by use of demons and
counterfeit magic or trickery; Medical evaluations of various diseases with methods on
determining whether certain diseases could truly be caused by witchcraft; the signs of
bewitchment versus the sufferings of natural disease; the power of Satan, the analysis
of the witch's mark and how an individual may come to league with a demonic entity;
the differences between bad and good witches; the methods a witch or demons is able
to bewitch and curse others; the methods used by those who think themselves
bewitched; discussion on the trials, persecution, conviction and punishment of bad
witches. It also discusses demonology and the history of magic, necromancy and
various forms of witchcraft.
This electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NCND) open access license. The Malleus is an important text and is frequently quoted by
authors across a wide range of scholarly disciplines. Yet it also presents serious
difficulties: it is difficult to understand out of context, and is not generally representative
of late medieval learned thinking. This, the first book-length study of the original text in
English, provides students and scholars with an introduction to this controversial work
and to the conceptual word of its authors. Like all witch-theorists, Institoris and
Sprenger constructed their witch out of a constellation of pre-existing popular beliefs
and learned traditions. Therefore, to understand the Malleus, one must also understand
the contemporary and subsequent debates over the reality and nature of witches. This
book argues that although the Malleus was a highly idiosyncratic text, its arguments
were powerfully compelling and therefore remained influential long after alternatives
were forgotten. Consequently, although focused on a single text, this study has
important implications for fifteenth-century witchcraft theory. This is a fascinating work
on the Malleus Maleficarum and will be essential to students and academics of late
medieval and early modern history, religion and witchcraft studies.
The De Lamiis, was first published in 1489, and had at least five other editions before
1500. It is one of the earliest works published on witchcraft, and the first ever to be
illustrated. The book is written in the form of a dialogue between the author and the
dedicatee, the Archduke Sigismund of Austria, who doubts the existence of witches. At
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a time when complete theories around witchcraft were yet to be established, the author
defended the belief in the powers of the Devil and his ability to trick the human mind.
This book is an exact photographic reproduction of the original 1489 edition that was
printed in Reutlingen by Johan Otmar. The original printing size was kept. Wierus Press
is specialized in the reproduction of rare works related to the occult, religion and
philosophy and the history of science.
This translation (taken From 'Thrice Greatest Hermes: Studies In Hellenistic Theosophy
And Gnosis, Volume 2'), includes the Pœmandres and some addresses of Hermes to
disciples Tat, Ammon and Asclepius, which are said to have originated in the school of
Ammonius Saccas, a Greek philosopher from Alexandria.
A thoroughly revised, greatly expanded edition of the most important documentary
history of European witchcraft ever published.
DIVStudy examines vampire lore in fantastic detail, addressing such issues as how
vampires came into existence, vampirish behavior, vampire-like ancient myths, and
vampires in modern literature. /div

Wisdom, humor, and dark observations by the founder of the Church of Satan.
LaVey ponders such topics as nonconformity, occult faddism, erotic politics, the
"Goodguy badge," demoralization and the construction of artificial human
companions.
A powerful account of witches, crones, and the societies that make them From
the gruesome ogress in Hansel and Gretel to the hags at the sabbath in Faust,
the witch has been a powerful figure of the Western imagination. In the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries thousands of women confessed to being witches--of
making pacts with the Devil, causing babies to sicken, and killing animals and
crops--and were put to death. This book is a gripping account of the pursuit,
interrogation, torture, and burning of witches during this period and beyond.
Drawing on hundreds of original trial transcripts and other rare sources in four
areas of Southern Germany, where most of the witches were executed, Lyndal
Roper paints a vivid picture of their lives, families, and tribulations. She also
explores the psychology of witch-hunting, explaining why it was mostly older
women that were the victims of witch crazes, why they confessed to crimes, and
how the depiction of witches in art and literature has influenced the
characterization of elderly women in our own culture.
"A handbook for hunting and punishing witches to assist the Inquisition and
Church in exterminating undesirables. Mostly a compilation of superstition and
folklore, the book was taken very seriously at the time it was written in the 15th
century and became a kind of spiritual law book used by judges to determine the
guilt of the accused"--From publisher description.
This is a new release of the original 1929 edition.
While the witchcraft mania that swept through Salem, Massachusetts, in 1692
was significant, fascination with it has tended to overshadow the historical
records of other persecutions throughout early America. Colonial Virginians
shared a common belief in the supernatural with their northern neighbors. The
1626 case of Joan Wright, the first woman to be accused of witchcraft in British
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North America, began Virginia's own witch craze. Utilizing surviving records, local
historian Carson Hudson narrates these fascinating stories.
The Malleus Maleficarum, first published in 1486–7, is the standard medieval text
on witchcraft and it remained in print throughout the early modern period. Its
descriptions of the evil acts of witches and the ways to exterminate them
continue to contribute to our knowledge of early modern law, religion and society.
Mackay's highly acclaimed translation, based on his extensive research and
detailed analysis of the Latin text, is the only complete English version available,
and the most reliable. Now available in a single volume, this key text is at last
accessible to students and scholars of medieval history and literature. With
detailed explanatory notes and a guide to further reading, this volume offers a
unique insight into the fifteenth-century mind and its sense of sin, punishment
and retribution.
Compendium MaleficarumBook Tree
This extremely influential 1595 study was frequently cited at witchcraft trials. In addition
to lurid details of satanic pacts and sexual perversity, it presents the particulars of
numerous court cases.
First published in the year 1597, the present book 'Daemonologie' is originally a
philosophical dissertation on contemporary necromancy and the historical relationships
between the various methods of divination used from ancient Black magic written by
King of England James I.
More than 260 high-impact, permission-free designs that exploit to their fullest the
dramatic potential of squares, circles, triangles, rectangles, and other elements.
Invaluable for wallpaper and textile design, packaging and computer art, these eyecatching forms provide artists and craftspeople with angular forms and pleasant
symmetries. More than 260 black-and-white designs.
Were witches real in the Middle Ages? This handbook on witchcraft, first published in
1628, claims to expose the entire practice and profession of witchcraft. Was used as
support in the accusation of witches at the time, although we can recognize much of it
today as being paranoid superstition by religious authorities. The book is valuable
because it allows one to view the extreme superstition surrounding witchcraft at the
time, and to better understand the degree of persecution that resulted.
The Malleus Maleficarum is the best known and the most important treatise on
witchcraft. It was written by the Catholic clergyman Heinrich Kramer and first published
in 1487. It was a bestseller, second only to the Bible in terms of sales for almost 200
years. The top theologians of the Inquisition at the Faculty of Cologne condemned the
book as recommending unethical and illegal procedures, as well as being inconsistent
with Catholic doctrines of demonology.
First published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Grimassi has written extensively about Wicca, and Llewellyn specializes in books sympathetic
to occult ways, so the combination is pretty predictable. He describes not only the usual magic
practices, but also the religious and spiritual aspects of what believers say is inherited ancient
European wisdom and scoffers say is made-up, new-age nonsense. Annotation copyrighted by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
This is a new release of the original 1933 edition.
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